
 
 
 
 

UNI / FES MTN UNION ALLIANCE & CALL CENTRE MEETING 
 

Silverspring Hotel, Nairobi 
 

29 October – 2 November 2008 
 
Agenda 
 

• Opening Remarks; 
• Presentation on MTN (MTN Group and country reports on MTN); 
• UNI Telecom global strategies; 
• Organising Multinational Companies (UNI / Solidarity Centre Telecoms Project – The 

Vodacom Story and Union Alliances and Global Framework Agreements – example of 
France Telecom); 

• UNI MTN Union Alliance and Action Plan for 2009 – 2010; 
• Introduction to UNI’s activities in call centres; 
• Organising in call centres – challenges and experiences (presentations from other 

regions/sectors); 
• Practical elements of an organizing campaign; 
• AOB. 

 
Marcus Courtney (Head UNI Telecom) opened the meeting and the floor for welcome 
speeches. Collins Odote (FES representative in Kenya) welcomed participants stressing the 
importance of the union co-operation. He stressed the importance of the union role in the 
democratization process and noted the challenges of globalization workers in the telecom 
sectors face.  
 
Gabou Gueye (UNI-Africa Telecom President) welcomed participants of behalf of UNI-Africa 
Telecom. He emphasized the importance of global union movement, union alliances in 
multinationals and global framework agreements (GFA). MTN is one of the most important 
multinational companies (MNEs) in the region which rapidly develops employing more and 
more people therefore trade unions in the company should work together representing workers 
globally. G. Gueye reminded the decisions of the 2nd UNI World Congress in Chicago and the 
coming congress in Nagasaki aiming to sign more and better GFAs. He thanked FES for 
funding union development and co-operation activities. 
 
On behalf of the Kenyan affiliate, Benson Okwaro (CWU President) welcomed participants to 
Nairobi. He noted mobile phone providers were a challenge for unions to organize. He hoped 
unions globally could join forces and target these companies. He apologized he could not 
participate because of other engagements – FT takeover Telecom Kenya.  
 
John Musonda (UNI Africa) presented the activities of the UNI Africa. The MTN Union Alliance 
was launched by UNI Global Union on 29 March 2006 in Lagos, Nigeria and S. African affiliate 
CWU was chairing the alliance. The alliance brings together trade union representatives and 
shop stewards from communications unions in African countries where MTN Group operates. 
The formation of the alliance was one of the steps to encourage TU co-operation and 
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networking leading to strengthening of unions in the company. He wished the MTN TU alliance 
develop and become a pan-African structure because the company spread to the French-
speaking Africa and the Middle East.  
 
Then participants presented the situation in MTN in their countries. In South Africa, MTN 
employs a lot of flexi and part-time workers, especially in call centres. In 2006, CWU started 
recruitment in MTN. MTN promised possibilities to recruit outside of working hours but it is 
complicated to find out the working hours because of flexi/temp staff. The union has recruited 
386 permanent and around 500 temp workers. 
 
In Ghana, there are 1200 full time employees and 400 contract workers. The local company 
Scancom was sold to MTN in 2006. It has a big call centre. Before the change of ownership, 
TU had some recruitment campaigns. In 2006, the union was recognized but after MTN took 
over the local company, the union faced many challenges. MTN TU is an in-house union, i.e. it 
does not belong to any branch union. CWU Ghana has started negotiations to affiliate this 
union.  
 
In Cameroun MTN operates since 2000 employing 600 workers. Many things have changed 
after the takeover and the main challenge is a big turnover of employees. The TU is recognized 
though it was a complicated process. It is affiliated to SYNACOM and has 150 members (all 
from permanent staff). There is a collective agreement signed.  
 
In Zambia, the company employs around 300 workers. It was established as Telecel Zambia in 
1995. In 2002, the union achieved the recognition agreement. In 2003, MTN acquired 
controlling stakes and the new agreement had to be negotiated. There is some historical 
background in the union movement since it was considered to be a structure for people with 
low education and income. Nowadays the situation has changed and the union is a partner in 
the social dialogue. The collective agreement negotiations have been started. The major 
problems are workers’ councils which do not really represent workers. In MTN, the task of the 
union was to replace the WC with the TU having 260 members.  
 
In Swaziland, there are two national TU structures recognized by ILO. Challenges – different 
structures representing workers (i.e. staff associations representing the management), temp 
staff, some restrictive clauses in the recognition contract, different pay structures of employees. 
MTN Swaziland has 985 employees but only 90 are full time. The call centre is not outsourced 
but run by MTN.  
Around 45 employees have joined the TU and 40 are represented by the staff association. 
MTN TU created a tripartite structure to have joint negotiations with the staff association 
especially when salaries are concerned.  
The political environment in Swaziland does not create good conditions for TU development. 
The country having only one million inhabitants is an absolute monarchy and all political parties 
are banned. Since TUs are considered as a political power so sometimes their activities may be 
limited. MTN tried to use the rules of the Group and the laws of South Africa (which is where 
the HQ is located) in Swaziland.  
 
CWU in Rwanda was disaffiliated from UNI. UNI visited Rwanda last year and had a meeting 
with MTN workers as well. TU is not very strong but it is recognized by the company having 190 
staff and employing 226 people in a call centre which was outsourced but the staff reps 
stepped in defending these workers and since then it was not allowed to employ staff from 
outside. The TU also achieved medical schemes for workers.  
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In Guinea, MTN was established in 2005. It has 400 full time, 150 permanent, 145 part-time 
employees. In 2006 there were some attempts to establish a TU but it was very complicated to 
recruit workers. The manager was against the TU and threatened to lay-off TU members. The 
TU has 200 members most of them are temp workers. The main problem is lack of dialogue 
between TU and the management. In 2007 the membership was high but with the great 
turnover of staff it was very difficult to keep it. CC employees do not have labour contracts 
therefore they are easily dismissed and replaced. Sub-contracting is another problem.  
 
John Musonda summarized the challenges participants had expressed. The main concerns are 
national laws and ILO standards undermined by the company policies, a big number of 
temporary and part-time workers, staff associations vs. trade unions, internal union fights, etc.  
 
Then participants started discussions. South Africa representatives suggested making a 
research on how many people MTN employed permanently. Swaziland participants noted 
decisions are taken in South Africa by the MTN Group but wages decided nationally. Call 
Centres spend lots of money for training but these people are not permanent and employees 
do not get anything.  
Participants from Cameroun raised the question why some MTN Group TU representatives 
could not come. The management did not want to allow workers going to the meeting because 
they were afraid they can discover what was happening in other countries. In order to form an 
efficient alliance, more representatives are needed. There are many problems on the national 
level. The MTN Group has created the gap among the workers giving company shares to the 
managerial staff.  
 
G. Gueye remembered that the MTN management was present in the first meeting in Lagos. 
He noted it was positive to see broad representation of different countries as well as many 
women. MTN workers should come together and negotiate with MTN. Concrete actions are 
necessary and at the end of the meeting action plans should be ready. 
 
Aubrey Tshabalala (CWU, SA) presented the recruitment campaign in Vodacom SA. The 
management tried to split the movement distinguishing ordinary workers and the managerial 
staff. They also threatened staff saying there would be no promotions for unionized workers. 
He stressed the challenges of MTN workers were the same as Vodacom workers were facing. 
Therefore it is important to build and develop alliances and TU networking, allying with TUs 
from other sectors.  
 
E. Mekong (Orange Cameroun, shop steward) noted the lack of good experiences when 
negotiating with the management. To facilitate this, the union was established and it got lots of 
support from other Frane Telecom (FT) unions and UNI. Now the union has 130 members. The 
union thinks it is important to be a reliable social partner in the company and to have trust of 
employees. The agreement was signed recently. CC workforce is an important target for TUs 
but most of them is a temporary staff. FT GFA foresees application of the same standards to 
sub-contractors and outsources workers so it is necessary to monitor and enforce application of 
the GFA on all levels. 
 
G. Gueye presented activities of UNI Telecom and France Telecom GFA. The way to sign the 
GFA in FT was long and complicated. The GFA was signed in December 2006. There are 2 
annual meetings of all TUs represented in FT. Another meeting should take place in December. 
He stressed GFA should be promoted and advertised. GFA questionnaire was made by UNI 
Telecom but not all affiliates responded so it was not easy to follow how GFA was implemented 
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globally. FT bought Kenya Telecom and it was important to follow up the process. Company 
profits should not go to Europe only, it should be used for the development in Africa as well.  
He described activities UNI had organized to monitor, reinforce and educate workers about the 
GFA. At the ned, G. Gueye encouraged participants to strive for the GFA in MTN. And to 
achieve this, organizing and networking are the main tools. 
 
Then a video on CWU fight for recognition in Vodacom (South Africa) was shown. A. 
Tshabalala commented on union’s activities and the strike in July of 2007. This was widely 
supported by UNI and its affiliated unions. Workers lost their medical treatment and this was 
extremely dangerous for people with HIV/AIDS. Some people were even taken to police. UNI 
organized a solidarity campaign sending postcards to Vodacom demanding TU recognition and 
some representatives from SA went to the UK to speak at the shareholders’ meeting. Finally, 
after the strike the union won recognition. A few dismissed workers were reinstated. This fight 
has a great meaning both for the South African as well as for the global union movement 
because it showed the strength of international solidarity.  
Joe Chauke (CWU President) added that the Vodacom action had some response among the 
MTN workers as well.  
 
Marcus Courtney presented himself and described the work of UNI Telecom. He mentioned 
four strategic objectives UNI Telecom should work.  
 
Then participants were divided into groups to work on the future plans for the development of 
the Alliance. The MTN Union alliance adopted the regional action plan (attachment 1) and 
structure (attachment 2). 
 
The next day started with the presentation on UNI campaign planning by Nadine Rae. She 
highlighted the main elements of the organizing campaigns.  
 
Then J. Musonda presented UNI Africa Telecom work plan for 2008-2009. It is as follows: 

• Seek dialogue with governments, national regulators, the African Union and the ATU to 
lobby on UNI’s regulatory issues and the introduction of new technology in Africa; 

• Work to develop a proper relationship with the ATU and the African Union; 
• Implement the Portugal Telecom global agreement in Africa; 
• Create a Vodacom working group in Africa that will be part of the UNI Vodafone Union 

Alliance; 
• Assist unions to gain recognition rights at Vodacom; 
• France Telecom UNI Alliance meeting in Africa; 
• Make the MTN, UNI Global Alliances work effectively by creating an email network, 
• Meet with MTN management to discuss union rights, 
• Strengthen existing Union Alliances in France Telecom, MTN, and seek to establish a 

Global Agreement with MTN and Vodacom/Vodafone; 
• Research and highlight bad practices such as child labour and use of informal sector at 

Vodafone & France Telecom; 
• North Africa and Middle East mission to develop organising project with MTN and 

Vodafone; 
• Support Solidarity Centre organising projects in South Africa & Kenya; 
• Follow up action plan from the ILO sectoral meeting in Africa on Skills & Training deficit 

in Africa; 
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• Develop regular communications with the African Telecom news in UNI Global Bulletin 
and on the UNI Web page; 

• Provide IT training to assist unions to communicate better in Africa; 
• Seminar on organising/implementing the France Telecom GFA. 

 
He asked participants to think about their activities in the framework of the UNI Telecom 
strategy considering organizing (call centres, PMS, outsourced workers), union mergers, 
collective bargaining, networking, GFA. 
 
The groups gave the following suggestions: 

• Organising is the most important task for all unions; 
• Organised workers should affiliate to UNI-affiliated national unions; 
• Identify different call centres to help organizing – research and mapping; 
• Website for the MTN Alliance; 
• Informational campaign in the framework of MTN operations (brochures, newsletters); 
• Communication - organize meetings with non-unionised employees inviting them to 

union events; 
• Receive support from national communication unions; 
• Rather than merging with staff associations, it is better to recruit them to unions; 
• Training of unionists to enable them to bargain collectively; 
• Capacity building in collective bargaining (at the national level); 
• Networking should be realized in different sub-regions in Africa; 
• Sub-regions have to co-operate better sharing research results; 
• Personal e-mail addresses used instead of company ones for union communication 

and networking; 
• To start negotiations on GFA, more organized workers are necessary. 

 
Then groups presented the results of their discussions on the MTN alliance considering 
structure, co-ordination, networking and communication: 

• Sub-regional co-ordination; 
• There should be a mailing list of MTN TU Alliance 
• Vertical information flow; 
• Contact details (mobile phone numbers, e-mail addresses) should be private and not 

the ones of the company; 
• MTN TU Alliance blog on the web. 

 
J. Chauke mentioned there was no need to duplicate UNI Africa structures and to make them 
too bureaucratic. Participants from Swaziland suggested UNI Africa should delegate the main 
co-ordinator. Abdallah El Ammari (FNPT-UMT, Morocco) suggested using his union to forward 
the information for the Middle East unions.  
 
J. Musonda thanked participants for interesting ideas and told UNI Telecom and UNI Africa 
secretariat would base on them planning future activities. He suggested sticking to the UNI 
Africa structure and to divide the region into three sub-regions (Southern Africa, West Africa 
and Central Africa) because UNI did not have affiliates and strength in some countries. Then a 
co-ordinator for each sub-region should be elected as well as the main co-ordinator who would 
report to UNI Africa Telecom.  
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After the meeting participants went to visit 2 call centres - Zain Kenya (Celtel) and Telkom 
Kenya (France Telecom) where they talked to employees and the management, exchanged 
information and distributed UNI material for call centre workers.  

 
 

CALL CENTRE MEETING 
 
John Musonda opened the meeting and introduced the programme and the objectives of the 
meeting. Then he gave the floor to Cenise Monteiro (UNI Americas) to present experiences of 
organizing in call centres in Brazil. She described the situation in the industry mentioning that in 
mid-90s a large number of multinational call centre companies established in Brazil, i.e. Atento, 
Mobitel, SITEL, Teleperformance, Quatro A. The weakest companies were unable to survive 
the competition posed by multinationals and some mergers and takeovers took place. It was a 
big challenge for unions to organize workers in call centres. Nevertheless, there are some 
successful examples in Atento and other companies in the region. UNI-Americas implements a 
Movistar project launched in May 2008. In the framework of this project, national seminars in 
Chile, Guatemala, El Salvador and Nicaragua were organized as well as organizing campaigns 
in Panama, Chile and Colombia.  
 
After the presentation, participants were addressed by the Telcom Kenya CEO Mr. Dominic 
Saint Jean who presented the company and its activities in Africa. B. Okwaro noted a positive 
dialogue with the management and mentioned the new collective agreement signed earlier this 
year.  
G. Gueye thanked the CEO for his participation and presentation. UNI and Kenyan affiliates 
should work hard to organize people in Kenya. FT has signed the Global Compact and this 
obliges the company to follow the global requirements as far workers’ rights and welfare are 
concerned.  
 
The next speaker, Mohamed Belhadj (FG-PTT) from Tunisia, commented on the socio-
economic situation in the country. The first call centres in Tunisia appeared around 2000. 
Nowadays there are around 180 CC in Tunisia and they operate and service different industries. 
Most of them are outsourced from France. In 2007 the union was established in 
Teleperformance. The company operates in 43 countries and employs 60 thousand workers. 
There are 4 sites in Tunisia and all of them are unionized. The majority of CC workers are 
young and there’s approximately the same number of men and women employed. The speaker 
told some information activities were arranged for the World Day on Decent Worl. The union 
started preparing the sector collective contract for CC. At the end of his presentation, M. 
Belhadj suggested establishing an alliance of Teleperformance workers. A. Tshabalala 
suggested establishing a network or an alliance of workers in all call centres. 
 
Afterwards N. Rae presented systematic organizing strategies emphasizing the importance of 
one-to-one, face-to-face contacts. She noted some important elements of systematic 
organizing, e.g. mapping, systematic contact, identifying activists & building structures, 
communication networks, involving members, getting them active. Systematic approach to 
organising improve our results and help us use our resources efficiently and effectively. 
 
After the presentation, participants discussed the situation in the call centre industry and 
organizing possibilities (the table attached as attachment 3).  
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Then Giedre Lelyte (UNI Telecom Research Assistant) briefly described the annual UNI Call 
Centre Action month and invited participating unions to be more active in it. 
 
At the end of the meeting M. Courtney thanked all participants and resource persons for the 
efficient work and closed the meeting. 
Summarising the meeting, it is possible to say the following results were achieved: 

• Barriers to organising workers in the Telecommunication sector were successfully 
identified and analysed; 

• The workshop enabled participants to identify and analyse key issues that are common 
across the industry; 

• The Call centre visits were greatly valued by participants for the interaction with 
workers and comparison of workplaces, working conditions and management 
approaches, 

• Participants left with country-specific goals and action plans to help build the MTN 
Alliance in their regions. 
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Attachment 1 

 
ACTION PLAN OF THE MTN UNION ALLIANCE 

2008 - 2010 
 
1.   Organising: The alliance will organise workers into trade unions, including call centers, and 

seek recognition for effective representation of MTN workers.  
 
2. Collective bargaining: The alliance will promote collective bargaining skills training of MTN 

shop stewards to improve bargaining processes at country level.  
 
3. Union mergers: The alliance will encourage MTN staff associations to merge with existing 

communications unions at national level to strengthen their structures.  
 
4. Networking: The alliance will promote information sharing at national, sub-regional, regional 

and global level, especially research work, collective agreements, working conditions in call 
centers, success stories etc. UNI Telecoms will facilitate the online networking of the alliance 
by creating mailing list of the MTN Union Alliance.  

 
5. Global agreement: The alliance will promote social dialogue with MTN Group through a 

global agreement between the company and UNI Global Union. UNI affiliates will lay the base 
by achieving majority representation in MTN at national level.  
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Attachment 2 

 

STRUCTURE OF THE MTN UNION ALLIANCE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MTN Union Alliance National Coordinators 
To be identified by the sub-regional coordinators 

Central Africa 
Kristian Mpondo  

SYNACOM, Cameroun 

West Africa (French) 
Souleymane Camara 
FESABAG, Guinea 

Southern Africa 
Silvia Chileda 

NUCW, Zambia 

West Africa (English) 
Henry Della Ayivor 

CWU, Ghana 

UNI MTN Union Alliance  
Sub-Regional Coordinators 

MTN Union Alliance 
Coordinator: Joe Chauke, CWU, South Africa 

UNI-Africa Telecoms Committee 
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Attachment 3 

Call Centres – Mapping and Action Plans 

 
Country Mapping Organising activity plan 
South 
Africa 

10-30.000 workers nationally; 
Services finance, ITC, tourism, security, 
health&govt sectors; 
6000 workers, less 1000 are permanent; 
MTN – 2 main call centres, 1000 estimated 
employees; 
Cell C – 4 call centres, 1500 total, 60 permanent 
and unionized; 
Vodacom - 6 call centres, total 2500 workers, 
permanent 236; 
Rest of workers in landline industry telecom. 

Part of UNI and Solidarity Centre campaign; 
Door to door campaign; 
Social events; 
Strategy about what you say to workers: 
issues first, then organise, education, action. 

Swaziland 2 big call centres. 
MTN - 90 workers, 8 Sups permanent, other 90 
part-time staff; 
Gambling, hotels CC: 30 FT; recruited all from MTN 

MTN – election of reps; 
Set up HR meeting, put forward the problems 
and put up programme to bring 90 casual 
workers into union; 
Get more info on other Call Centres. 

Malawi 3 call centres; 
109 members, all full time; 
30 casuals; 
Problems - shift allowance, weekend work. 

Identify issues; 
Sports meetings; 
Women’s activities to sensitize to the union; 
Monthly meetings, work to be on permanent 
workers and build a strong union. 

Senegal La Post Office – 25 members, 25 permanent 
workers, 
PCCI - has got 1500 members,  
Africatel AVS –not much info; 
Optimance – exploitation. 

Have direct contact with the workers, make 
sure unionized, 
Work with other call centres also. 

Ghana 3 call centres: 
Ghana telecom - 450 workers, all permanent under 
the union umbrella; 
Kasapa telecom - 30 workers, all permanent under 
union; 
MTN - 400 workers, all casuals, difficult to organise 
as people scared of losing job if talk to union; 
 

Planning with industrial relations officer: 
leaflets on why join the union, make a 
distribution plan, go to friends in other 
affiliates, 
Employed a full time industrial relations officer 
to talk to workers. 

Guinea MTN New Guinea - 164 employees in a call centre, 
40 permanent workers, 60 PT; 64 Casuals; 
Difficulties: part time workers, no job guarantee, 
Casuals, subcontract with agent - no benefits or 
medical cover, no bonus 

To improve working conditions: 
Strengthen current activity, adopt consultation 
technique, convince them we are targeting 
their wellbeing; 
Have more offensive approach: talk louder & 
louder, try to revise their contracts. 

Morocco Informal call centres 
Teleperformance 2000-3000 workers; 
The union is going to carry out study in other towns 
with many call centres; 
HQ’s are in France, Spain, Italy. 

Initiated a medium term strategic plan; 
Contact families to get information on other 
call centres; 
using opportunities of Int Womens Day, 
Morocco days; 
Football events; 
Using print media; 
recent training for women activists. 
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Cameroun MTN - 2 call centres, 170 workers; FT 40, PT 60; 
Cas 70; 
Problems - stress, no job security for PT or Temp 
(fear), illness resulting from profession (hearing, 
light, lumbar). 
Orange: 1 call centre, 130 workers; FT 30; PT 10; 
Cas 90; 
Problems - very stressful, programme of work and 
planning (breaks, shifts meals, etc), absence of 
carrier profile, ill health issues resulting from 
profession (ears, etc). 

Using face to face contact, 1:1 discussions 
with workers; 
Conference after 1:1 contact. 
 

Tunisia 7 structured call centres unionized. 
Teleperformance - 5000 workers, 1000 members, 4 
distinct sites; 
Transcom - 1000 workers, 200 unionised; 
Stream - 1200 workers, 300 unionised, 2 sites; 
COS - 300 workers, 164 unionised; 
Salambo - 300 workers, 68 unionised; 
Sellbytel - 700 workers, 74 unionised; 
All subcontracted French, Italian. 

End of year, get 2000 workers before 
authorization process; 
Go to workers who have worked in structured 
call centres and they will be in charge of other 
call centres, use them to establish trade 
unions. 
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